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Introducing Web Scripts

Alfresco web scripts provide a unique way to programmatically interact with the Alfresco Content
Application Server. Unlike other interfaces exposed by Alfresco, Web Scripts provide a means
to access the content repository in Alfresco through HTTP commands and allow users to easily
access, manage and cross-link content via a tailored RESTful API. Web scripts allow developers
to customize their instance of Alfresco by creating Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) web services
that can integrate with third party applications.

REST (Representational State Transfer) is an architectural style in which the Web
architecture is the most prominent example, one based upon HTTP requests and
responses , URIs, and document types.

Alfresco web scripts allow you to implement your own RESTful API and do not require knowledge
of JAVA or complicated server restarts; you simply need your favorite text editor or IDE. This
approach to developing an Alfresco API has many advantages over existing technologies such as
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), including ease and speed of development, and flexibility
in API design.

By focusing on the RESTful architectural style and ease of development, Web Scripts allow you
to simply build your own custom URI-Identified and HTTP accessible content management web
services backed by the Alfresco Content Application Server. It is like having an HTTP server with
a built-in content repository, allowing clients to easily access, manage and cross-link content
via a tailored RESTful interface designed specifically for their application requirements. Alfresco
introduced web scripts in 2006 which brought together the worlds of the content repository and
the web.

What do the web and content repositories have in common? The web is one huge collection
of content scattered around the world on many machines, in many data centers, stored and
managed with many different types of software. However, to the user the content is easy
to access via a web browser simply by clicking on a link. Alfresco's ECM is similar in that it
stores and manages content that is accessible via a web browser, however the content is only
accessible to authorized users within the enterprise. With numerous content repositories within
the enterprise, the content becomes more difficult to access.

Accessing content within the enterprise is more difficult then accessing content via the web.
This is due to the way traditional ECMs provide access to their content, through Application
Programming Interface(API). These APIs are barriers to accessing the documents held within
the repository unless you have a tool that can speak to the API. APIs use Remote Procedure
Calls (RPCs) which are not particularly suited to the web. The web underpinnings of HTTPs,
URIs and media types follow the style of REST where these RPCs are no longer central. Instead,
the web has unique resources such as documents, feeds, stock, price and person via URIs and
representation for these resources via HTML, JSON and Atom contain links to other sources and
a small well defined interface for access to these resources using HTTP GET, PUT, POST and
DELETE. Until ECMs become RESTful it will be difficult to write applications and services that
can access all ECM managed content distributed across the enterprise.

Alfresco web scripts provide this RESTful access to content within your repository. This allows
you to place controls on your content to manage it, and to provide uniform access to a wide
variety of applications and services such as web browsers, portals, search engines, and custom
applications. Because Alfresco content repositories resemble one inter-related collection of
documents just like the web, allowing access to technologies such as caching, authentication,
negotiation and proxies. With web scripts you can build your own RESTful interface using
lightweight scripting technologies such as JavaScript and FreeMarker to allow access to and
presentation of content to the user.
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There are several different solutions where web scripts could be used to provide access to
content including:

• Integrating Alfresco with third-party systems

• Proving feeds

• Developing data services

• Developing UI services such as portlets

• Customizing searches

• Acting as a background to client tools such as Orbeon Forms

• Integrating with Microsoft Office

• Developing social content applications

• Building UI components in Alfresco Surf

Types of web scripts
Web scripts simply bind a service to a URI that responds to HTTP methods such as GET, POST,
PUT and DELETE. There are two types of web scripts using the same underlining code: Data
web scripts and Presentation web scripts.

Data web scripts encapsulate access to and modification of content/data held in the content
repository; therefore, they are provided and exposed only by the Alfresco Content Application
Server. Data web scripts provide a server interface for client applications to query, retrieve,
update and perform processes, typically using request and response formats such as XML
and JSON. Alfresco provides a number of Data web scripts out-of-the-box including scripts for
tagging, site management, and activities.

Presentation web scripts allow developers to build user interfaces such as a dashlet for Alfresco
Share, a portlet for a JSR-168 portal, a UI component within Alfresco Surd, a web site or a
custom application. These typically render HTML and can include browser based JavaScript.
Unlike data web scripts, presentation web scripts may be hosted on the Alfresco Content
Application Server or in a separate presentation server. When hosted separately, presentation
web scripts in the presentation server interact with data web scripts in the Alfresco Content
Application Server via HTTP.

JSR-168 is a Java portlet specification that standardizes the way components for portal
servers are to be developed.

Web scripts Architecture

As a developer you may be required to create web scripts for various scenarios, for example
to create a RESTful interface to a custom content repository extension. If you are familiar with
the Model View Controller (MVC) design pattern then you will be familiar with how to create a
web script. Web scripts consist of three main components: a Description Document, a Controller
Script, and one or more FreeMarker templates.

• Description Document: This component describes the URI and HTTP method that will
initiate the web script. For example, the web script is given a short name and description,
along with authentication and transaction needs. URI bindings are described as URI
templates. In addition the descriptor can also define the output format and optionally
authentication permissions.

• Controller Script (optional): Written in JavaScript, this will do the actual work in the web
script. For example, the script may query the content repository to build a set of data items,
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known as a model, to render the response; or for URIs that intend to modify the repository,
the script may also update the Alfresco repository. JavaScript has access to the URI query
string, the Alfresco Content Application Server, and content repository data entry points.

• FreeMarker Templates:The web script will use one or more FreeMarker templates to
render the output or views in the correct format for your specific needs, such as HTML,
Atom, XML, RSS, JSON, CSV or any combination of these. The HTTP response is
rendered via one of the supplied templates, where the chosen template is based upon the
required response content type or status outcome. The template has access to the URI
query string, Alfresco Content Application Services, and common repository data entry
points, as well as any data items built by the optional controller script.

The following diagram illustrates the web script architecture, its various components, and how
they work together.

The workflow architecture for the web scripts components is as follows:

1. A request for a given URI arrives at the Web Script Runtime.

2. The Runtime finds the appropriate Web Script for the URI. If one is found, the Runtime
executes the Web Script but only after successfully authenticating first, if required. The first
step of execution is to invoke the JavaScript bound into the Web Script.

3. With JavaScript, you have access to a set of Alfresco services. When hosted within the
Repository server you can search for information, navigate around the repository, modify
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information, create new documents, set properties on those documents, move data, and
delete data, as well as obtain access to all other Repository services. Outside of the
Repository you can invoke remote services such as those by the Repository server.

4. The results from the JavaScript are rendered using FreeMarker response templates.
The response format may be one of HTML, ATOM, XML, RSS, JSON, CSV, or any
combination of these. You must provide the appropriate templates.

5. The Web Script Runtime sends the rendered results back via a response using the same
protocol as the URI request.

6. The Web Script client receives the response in the requested format.

Each of these different components (Description Document, Controller Script, and FreeMarker
templates) are simply text files that are placed into the Alfresco Content Application Server. To
simplify registration of the files the web script framework employs convention over configuration.
Each of the file names adheres to a logical naming convention; for example, all description
documents must end with .desc.xml. This allows the web script framework to automatically find
and register the newly created web scripts. In some cases, a web script may fall back to Java, or
rely on advanced features of web scripting. Components of a web script are only important to the
web script developer, as the user will only see the final view or representation displayed by the
FreeMarker template.

Introduction to your first web script

In this module we will look at our first web script, and you will be introduced to the components
and concepts required to create a web script.

To introduce you to web scripts we will create a simple "Hello User" web script. This web script
will contain two components; the Description document and the FreeMarker response template.
As you recall from the previous module, there are three components in web scripts; however
since this is a very simple web script we do not need to do any processing of data but simply
need to display the output in our template. Following are the basic procedures necessary to
create and run a web script:

1. Open your IDE (Eclipse, NetBeans, etc)

2. Create a Description Document

3. If manipulating data, create an optional Controller Script using JavaScript

4. Create one or more FreeMarker templates to render (view) the data in your web browser

5. Upload the documents to Alfresco

6. Register the new web script with Alfresco

7. Enter the correct URL in a web browser

Our first component is our Description Document, which will declare the URI and HTTP methods
that we will use to initiate the web script:

Our second component for this web script is the FreeMarker Template which will render the view
for the data to the user.
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Once we have the components created and placed in the appropriate directory in Alfresco, we
need to register the web script with the system. After registering the web script we can run our
new script by opening a web browser and typing the correct URL:
http://(IP):(PORT)/PATH

For example: http://localhost:8080/Alfresco/service/sample/hello

This will output the data from the web script to the user: Hello 'username' Welcome to
'Company Home'

This demo is intended to introduce the basic concepts of creating web scripts; we will go
into further detail in upcoming modules.

Introduction to web scripts summary

Web scripts are powerful tools that allow users to create custom applications to access their Alfresco
system.

Web scripts consist of three components: the Descriptor Document, an optional Controller Script, and one
or more FreeMarker templates.

There are two types of web scripts: Data web scripts and Presentation web scripts.
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Creating Web Scripts in Alfresco

In this module we will introduce you to the step-by-step process for creating a web script in
Alfresco.

In this module you will learn how to:

• Define a simple web script

• Develop a web script

• Install a web script

• Manage installed web scripts

• Run web scripts

Overview of how to create web scripts in Alfresco
In this module we will discuss how to create web scripts in Alfresco and the necessary
procedures.

In the previous module we introduced you to web scripts and showed you the basic concepts
needed to create a web script. We also presented our first web script to you. In this module we
will expand upon that knowledge and show you the step-by-step procedures needed to create a
web script. You will also be creating your first web script in this module.

How to develop web scripts

The basic steps for creating a web script consist of creating the files necessary, installing these
files in the appropriate location in Alfresco, registering the new web script and running it from your
browser. Lets looks at these steps in further detail.

Types of Web Scripts

Recall in the previous module we discussed the two types of web scripts and their uses.

Data web scripts

• Encapsulate access and modification of content/data held in the content repository and are
therefore provided and exposed only by the Alfresco Repository server.

• Data web scripts provide a repository interface for client applications to query, retrieve,
update and perform processes typically using document formats such as XML and JSON.

• Alfresco contains a number of Data web scripts for tagging, site management, and other
activities.

• Examples in Alfresco 3.4 include blog search and post, forum search and post, person
search, and keyword search.

Presentation Web Scripts

• Allow users to create custom user interfaces and portlets

• Typically render HTML and can include JavaScript or other languages.

• Unlike Data web scripts, Presentation web scripts may be hosted in the Alfresco
Repository server or in a separate presentation server.

• When hosted separately Presentation web scripts typically interact with Data Web Scripts.

• Examples of Presentation web scripts in Alfresco include: dashlets for JSR-168, UI
components, and web sites.

Component Files
Component Files
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As we have discussed in the previous module, web scripts require multiple component files for
their implementation:

• Descriptor File

• One or more FreeMarker Templates

• An optional Controller Script

In addition to these files there are two others that are optional:

• Configuration Document

• Locale Bundle

We will discuss configuration documents and locale bundles in a later module.

Configuration Document: This optional file allow you to expand the capabilities of web scripts
and how they behave.

Locale Bundle:A locale bundle is used to control what language the template is output to
implement Internationalization(I18N).

Web script descriptor: Web script descriptor files describe the URI that will initiate the script.
For example, the service is given a short name, a description, along with authentication and
transactional needs. Let's look at the descriptor file from our previous module and analyze it line
by line.

1. webscript: This is the root element for all web scripts in Alfresco which defines all the
methods.

2. shortname: This a simple human readable title element briefly describing the web script.

3. description: This is another human readable element that can be used to describe the web
script in more detail.

4. url: This is one of the most important elements of a web script and defines the URI to
where the web script is bound.

5. authentication: This element describes who is authorized to run the web script.

6. webscript: This is the closing tag for the webscript root element.

Component Naming

Component file naming is an important concept in Alfresco and must adhere to the following
convention: web script id.http method.document type.xml

In our Descriptor file the full file name is as follows: hello.get.desc.xml
          hello:This is our web script ID referencing our web script. 
          get: This is our HTTP method designating a 'get', other methods
 available include 'post', 'put' and 'delete'.
          desc:This indicates this file is a Descriptor document.
          xml:This indicates the file is in XML format.
            

Web script controller
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The web script controller is an optional component that does the data processing for the web
script written in JavaScript. For example, a controller script may query the Alfresco repository
to build a set of data items known as a model, to render the response. Or for URIs that intend
to modify the repository (PUT, POST and DELETE methods). JavaScript has access to all URI
arguments, Alfresco services, and repository data entry points. Our initial 'hello' web script does
not use a controller since we are doing no data processing; however let us take a look at a partial
controller script:

       //remarks
      var verbose = (args.verbose == "true" ? true : false);
      var folderpath = url.templateArgs.folderpath;
      
      //remarks
      var folder = roothome.childByNamePath(folderpath);
      
      if (folder == undefined || !folder.isContainer) {
      status.code = 404;
      status.message = "Folder" + folderpath = " not found";
      status.redirect = true;
      }
      
      model.verbose = verbose;
      model.folder = folder;
       

Controller naming convention

Controller scripts use a slightly different naming convention then other components; webscript
id. HTTP Method.js. Our controller script is named as follows: dir.get.js

• dir:This is our web script identifier

• get: This web script uses the HTTP 'get' method

• js:This indicates this component is of the type JavaScript to Alfresco

FreeMarker Templates: Web scripts will have one or more FreeMarker templates to render
the view to the user. In our 'hello' example we have one FreeMarker template that is used:

• $person.properties.userName: This value displays the user logged into the system.

• $companyhome.name:This value displays the name value assigned to company home.

Our FreeMarker template from our 'hello' script is named as follows:  hello.get.html.ftl

• hello:This is the name of our web script

• get:This defines our HTTP method

• html:This declares the type of format of the script

• ftl:This element designates the script is in the FreeMarker Template Language

Storing Web Scripts in Alfresco
In this module we will discuss where to store web scripts in Alfresco.

In the previous module we introduced you to web scripts, and showed you the basic concepts
needed to create a web script. We also presented our first web script to you. In this module we
will expand upon that knowledge, and show you how and where to store your web scripts in order
for Alfresco to recognize and implement them.

.
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Where to store your web scripts

Web scripts must be placed in the correct directories in order for Alfresco to recognize them and
to be able to run them. Alfresco maintains an order by which it searches for web scripts. Your
web scripts must be placed in one of the following directories or a sub-directory thereof.

• Content Repository:/Company Home/Data Dictionary/Web Scripts

• Content Repository: /Company Home/Data Dictionary/Web Scripts/Extensions

• Classpath:/alfresco/templates/webscripts

• Classpath:/alfresco/extension/templates/webscripts

Registering Web Scripts in Alfresco
In this module we will discuss how to register your web scripts with Alfresco.

In the previous module we discussed where to store web scripts in order for Alfresco to recognize
them and to run them. In this module we will discuss the requirements necessary to register your
web scripts with Alfresco.

.

How to register your web scripts

Web scripts must be registered in order for Alfresco to recognize them and be able to run them.
After you have created your web scripts components and placed them in one of the correct
directories, the next step in the process is to register them with Alfresco. There are several ways
to do this:

• Through your web browser:Enter the following URL in your browser: http://
localhost:8080/alfresco/service/indexonce on this page, click on the 'reload'
webscripts button

• Using CURL:curl -X POST -u admin:admin http://localhost:8080/alfresco/
service/index

• Using your favorite REST Client:POST to http://localhost:8080/alfresco/service/index

Alfresco has a number of web scripts pre-installed out of the box in addition to your own
custom web scripts. To view all web scripts currently registered with the system:

• Using your web browser:Go to http://localhost:8080/alfresco/service/index
and click on 'browse all webscripts'.

• Using CURL:curl -u admin:admin http://localhost:8080/alfresco/service/
index

• Using your favorite REST client:GET http://localhost:8080/alfresco/service/index

Invoking web scripts Their are multiple ways to run web scripts including:

• Using the GET method in your web browser Enter the URL of the web script

• Using CURL:curl -X (method) -u (username:password)(webscript URL) -H
(headers) -d (data)

• Using your favorite REST client

Running web scripts using the web browser only works if using the GET method

Summary
In this module we discussed the processes involved with creating web scripts, let us discuss what
we have learned.
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Module Summary

• Web Scripts consist of three main components: the Descriptor document, the Controller
and one or more FreeMarker Templates. There are also two optional components:
Configuration document and Locale bundle(s).

• Data web scripts access content in the repository

• Presentation web scripts allow users to create custom applications

• Web scripts must be registered with Alfresco

• There are a number of pre-installed web scripts

• Invoking a web script from a browser only works with the GET method

Web Scripts Lab 1

Now that we are familiar with the basic concepts of web scripts it is time to do our first lab and
create a web script.

Lab 1 "Hello World" web script

In this exercise we will create our first web script. This web scripts will simply display a message
that uses the currently logged-in users name and the name of the CompanyHome folder. This
exercise is designed to show you how to create and load the various files that compromise a web
scripts, as well as how to utilize the built-in objects that are available.

Instructions for creating Lab 1

• Create a web script that will be hosted at the following URL:/sample/hello.

• The web script output template should display the currently logged-in username as well as
output from ${companyhome.name}.

• There is no JavaScript controller in this exercise.

• After creating the web script files, load them into the following folder:Company Home/Data
Dictionary/Web Script Extensions/com/greenenergy/em/lab1.

• Refresh the web scripts by using the web script console:http://localhost:8080/
alfresco/service/index.

• Call your web script via the URL:http://localhost:8080/alfresco/service/sample/
hello.
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FreeMarker Template Language

In this module we will introduce you to the FreeMarker template language and how it is used for
creating web scripts in Alfresco.

In this module you will learn:

• What FreeMarker is and how it is used

• What FreeMarker templates are

• FreeMarker text elements

• FreeMarker interpolations

• FreeMarker FTL tags

• FreeMarker syntax

• How to create custom methods

Introduction to Alfresco Fundamentals

In this module we will give an overview of Fundamentals course.

Welcome

Welcome to the Alfresco Fundamentals Course. Your Student Guide is designed to help you
through the course, contains the exercises, or Labs, and provides supplementary information
which you might find useful.

Course Summary

This instructor led, practical fundamentals course is designed to introduce a wide audience to the
technology of Alfresco Enterprise Content Management. Through a blend of presented sessions,
demonstrations, working examples and labs the participant will become familiar with the Alfresco
technology, its architecture and should be able to understand what the different parts of Alfresco
do and when they would be used.

Objectives

The course will allow participants to understand what it is possible to do with the system and
to make appropriate and informed decisions about when to deploy the technology and how to
deploy the components. In order for participants to understand how development is carried out
we also look at the alternative options of configuring, customizing and developing with Alfresco.

At the end of this course you will:

• Understand the components of an Alfresco ECM system and their interactions.

• Be able to create and manipulate the content in the repository.

• Understand how Alfresco manages content and metadata.

• Understand the Alfresco content model.

• Be able to create custom object types and aspects.

• Know and describe the Alfresco security model.

• Be able to configure users, groups and roles.

• Understand the repository configuration.

• Understand development models for Alfresco.

Audience
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This course is aimed at first time Alfresco users who will be engaged on an Alfresco project as
Project Managers, Technical Architects, Business Analysts and those who will be continuing
an Alfresco learning pathway to become an Alfresco developer or expert. The course can be
taken without any previous Alfresco experience and does not require any other courses as a pre-
requisite. It acts as a precursor to a number of other Alfresco courses.

Course Outline

• Welcome and introduction

• Architecture and technology

• User interfaces

• Users and groups

• Permissions

• Repository configuration

• Managing the repository

• Content model overview

• Creating content models

• Developing applications in Alfresco

Enterprise Content Management

Enterprise Content Management is the term used to describe the fusion of Document
Management, Web Content Management, electronic Records Management, Image Management
and any other unstructured document requirement. In essence you can control all of your
documents and content assets in such a system and gain significant new functionality such as
collaboration and enterprise search. Organizations are more and more moving away from the
simple first generation document management systems to fully integrated ECM suites as they
start to hit barriers and as user's expectations of this type of system intensify.

Document Management

In the broadest sense, Document Management systems can range from a shoebox all the way to
an Enterprise Content Management system. There are several common issues that are involved
in managing documents, whether the system is an informal, ad-hoc, paper-based method for one
person or if it is a formal, structured, computer enhanced system for many people across multiple
offices.

A Document Management system is used to track and store electronic documents, images
of paper documents. The term has some overlap with the concepts of Content Management
Systems and is often viewed as a component of Enterprise Content Management Systems and
related to Image Management, Workflow systems and Records Management systems. In cases
where a line of business application has a high degree of unstructured content it makes sense to
build the system directly on top of a document management system (as a part of ECM).
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Image Management

Image Management is an information technology category for systems capable of replicating
documents commonly used in business. Image Management systems can take many forms
including microfilm, on demand printers, facsimile machines, copiers, multifunction printers,
document scanners, Computer Output to Microfilm (COM) and archive writers. In the last 15
years document imaging has been used to describe software based computer systems that
capture, store and reprint images

FreeMarker Templates

In this module we will discuss the use of templates in FreeMarker.

FreeMarker Templates

FreeMarker uses the concept of templates to present the data (views) to end users. Using
FreeMarker we can create web scripts which will render a dynamic view of the data being
presented by the use of one or more templates. A template contains some instructions to
FreeMarker that make it dynamic. Let's look at our 'hello' template from our previous module.

FreeMarker will replace any of the ${...} with values in Alfresco according to the data model.
FreeMarker templates contain no instructions regarding how to determine what these values are,
or how to query the database for them. It already knows the values of these fields. FreeMarker
uses the Model View Controller (MVC) idea, that separates presentation logic and business logic.
FreeMarker only deals with the presentation logic and leaves the business logic to the inherent
programming language being used such as Java or JavaScript. Using this method FreeMarker
doesn't need to know how the data is derived and simply concentrates on its presentation.
FreeMarker templates use the following elements:

• Interpolations: Interpolations are delimited by the ${...}.As we have already seen anything
within the brackets, unless a string literal will be output as text. Interpolations can only be
used in two locations, text fields and string literal expressions.

• Text: Text in FreeMarker will typically include HTML.

• FTL Tags:FTL tags are similar to HTML comments but are instructions to FreeMarker
and will not be written to the output. There are two types of FTL tags standard and user-
defined. Standard FTL tags follow the syntax <#...></#...>; user-defined FTL tags use
the <@...>instead. FTL directives are case sensitive and cannot be nested inside other
FTL tags.

• Comments: Comments in FreeMarker are delimited by the <#-- and -->syntax.
Comments will be ignored by FreeMarker.
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FreeMarker Templates
In this module we will discuss the concept of data models in FreeMarker.

FreeMarker data models

FreeMarker uses the concept of data models to map the values indexed by name into templates.
Data in FreeMarker is packed into a data model. This data model is created by routines that
calculate the data. As far as the template author is concerned, the data model is shaped as a tree
like structure.

A data model is something like a file system on a computer. In the above image the 'root',
'animals' and 'mouse' correspond to folders, and the 'size' and 'price' correspond to files.

In FreeMarker a template and a data model are required to generate output.

FreeMarker Variables
In this module we will discuss the use of variables in FreeMarker.

FreeMarker Variables

FreeMarker has a number of variable types available including:

• Hashes

• Scalars
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• Sequences

Hashes

Hashes act as root directories in a data model. In this example the terms
rootanimalsandmouseare all hashes.

ScalarsThere are 4 types of scalars; Boolean, Number, String and Date. In the data model
above, sizeandprice >are scalars.

Sequences

A sequence is a variable that contains a sequence of sub-variables. The sequence sub-variables
are accessible via their numeric index, where the index of the first object is 0, the second object is
1, etc.

FreeMarker Directives

In this module we will discuss the concept of directives in FreeMarker.
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FreeMarker Directives

FreeMarker has a number of directives available for use. To call directives you use FTL tags, this
is done with a start tag and an end tag:

  Start tag <directive name parameters>
    
  End tag   </directive>

• if, else, elseif:Syntax: <#if CONDITION /> do something <else CONDITION> do
something <elseif CONDITION> do something

• switch, case, default, break: This works similar to the previous directive, however it is
recommended to use the if, else, elseif directive. Syntax:  <#switch CONDITION>Process
the condition<case CONDITION> Process the condition <default CONDITION>

Process the condition <break CONDITION>Escape the sequence>

• include:The include directive allows you to import other FreeMarker templates into your
existing template. Syntax: <#include path> or <#include path options>. Path options
available include encoding and parse.

• import:Syntax: <#import path as has> Imports a library and creates a empty namespace
and then executes the template with the path parameter in the created namespace.The
namespace can then be populated with variables (macros, functions, etc). It then makes
the newly created namespace available to the caller with a hash variable.

Escaping characters in FreeMarker

There are numerous ways to escape characters in FreeMarker including:

• Quoted text:Syntax: ${Welcome to \"Green Energy\"} this will print 'Welcome to Green
Energy"

• Backslash Character:Syntax: This is a backslash: \\ this will print "This is a backslash: \"

FreeMarker Built-ins

In this module we will discuss Built-ins and their use in FreeMarker.

FreeMarker Built-ins

FreeMarker has a number of Built-ins available for use in creating templates; including those
used for strings, numbers, dates and others. Let's take a look at some of these.

• ?cap_firstThis built-in will capitalize the first character of a word. For example in our initial
web script if we used {green Energy?cap_first} this would capitalize "Green".

• html: Replaces the string with the equivalent in HTML markup.

• node_type:A string that describes the type of node that it is.

• js_string: This replaces the string with the escaping rules of JavaScript language string
literals, so it is safe to insert the value into a string literal.

• date, time, datetime: Replaces the string with the appropriate date, time or datetime
value.

• unsafe_expr??:This operator tells if a value is missing or not. Depending upon the result,
it will return either a true or false.

Operator Precedence

Precedence rules in FreeMarker follow the same precedence rules that are used by C, Java or
JavaScript.
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Whitespace use in expressions

FTL ignores superfluous whitespace in expressions.

FreeMarker Methods

In this module we will discuss custom methods is FreeMarker and how to create them.

FreeMarker Methods

FreeMarker has a number of key methods available to assist in developing templates including:

FreeMarker Methods

absurl(url):Returns an absolute URL representation
of the passed URL. Useful when rendering links
within ATOM or similar formats

xmldate(date):Returns an ISO8601 formatted result
of the passed date. Useful when rendering dates
within XML

scripturl(queryString):Returns a URL that
references this web script, the passed queryString is
added to the URL.

clientfunction(funcName):Generates a client-side
JavaScript function that can generate a URL back to
this web script

argreplace(argString, argName, argValue,
etc):Replaces specified argName with argValue or
adds argName if it does not exist in argString

encodeuri(uriString):Encodes string into a URL-
safe form

FreeMarker Custom Methods

In this module we will discuss custom methods is FreeMarker and how to create them.

FreeMarker Custom Methods

FreeMarker allows users to create their own custom methods for use when designing templates.
The default model provides the following additional methods:

• hasAspect (TemplateNode, String)This will return the integer value 1 if the
TemplateNode supplied has the aspect with the supplied QName String, else the integer
value will be 0.

• dateCompare(DateA, DateB) Compares two dates to see if they differ. Returns 1 if DateA
is greater than DateB, else returns 0.

• dateCompare (DateA, DateB, NumberCompare two dates to see if they differ by the
specified number of milliseconds. Returns 1 if DateA is greater than DateB by the number
of milliseconds stated, else returns 0.

• dateCompare(DateA DateB, millis, test)Same as above, but the 'test' variable is one of
the following strings ">", "<", "==", -greater than, less than or equal as the test to perform.

• incrementDate(date, millis) Increment a date by a specified number of milliseconds,
returns the new date.

• message(String)Will return the I18N message string (resolved for current user locale
setting) for the specified message ID.

• cropContent(TemplateNode, length)Returns the first 'N' characters from the content
stream for the specified node.

• shortQName(String)Returns the short, or prefixed version of a long QName.

Return values for all custom methods are limited however, it is only possible to return a String,
Number or Date object.
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The TemplateMethodModelEX interface extends the TemplateMethodModel,
it does not add and new methods. To create a new method based upon this:

Put the instance of the new method into root:

And call it in an a template.

Summary

In this module we discussed FreeMarker and it's use in web scripts, let's review some of the
concepts that we have learned.

Module Summary

• FreeMarker is a general purpose templating language that is used to generate the output
format for web scripts.

• FreeMarker contains many built-in functions including strings, numbers and boolean
handling.

• FreeMarker uses templates to present the output of data to end users.

• FreeMarker uses the concept of a model to map the values which are then indexed by
their names.

• FreeMarker has a number of key methods available for use in building templates.

• FreeMarker allows users to create custom methods for reuse in templates.

• FreeMarker seamlessly integrates with Alfresco.
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JavaScript

In this module we will introduce you to JavaScript and how it's used for creating web scripts in
Alfresco.

In this module you will learn:

• What JavaScript is and how it's used

• About the JavaScript API

• How Alfresco interfaces with JavaScript

• Where to store the JavaScript files on Alfresco

• How to create JavaScript files

• Hot to execute JavaScript files

• About additional APIs available to developers

• About the built-in JavaScript Debugger

JavaScript Overview
In this module we will give an overview of JavaScript.

JavaScript Overview

JavaScript is a standards based language that is run using the Mozilla Rhino JavaScript engine
for Java. Alfresco has it's own implementation of JavaScript through the JavaScript API. Using
the JavaScript API script writers can develop JavaScript compatible files that can access, modify
and create Alfresco repository objects. This API provides a clean and simple object-oriented API
to well known Alfresco concepts such as Nodes, Properties, Associations and Aspects.

JavaScript API
In this module we will discuss Alfrescos implementation of the JavaScript API.

JavaScript API

The Alfresco JavaScript API allows script writers to:

• find nodes (via XPath and directly via NodeRef or path)

• perform searches (including Lucene full-text searches, with sorted results)

• walk node hierarchies

• examine and modify the value of properties, aspects and associations

• transform and manipulate content

• process WCM web projects and AVM objects

• create Groups, People and modify their permissions

In addition scripts can be used to create new files, folders or nodes of any type, copy, move or
delete nodes and create/modify/remove child and target associations between nodes. Scripts
also have the capability of including or importing other scripts. The JavaScript engine used in
Alfresco uses the Rhino engine for Java which allows JavaScript 1.6 files to access Alfresco Java
objects using a simple bean style notation and interpreted mode execution without compiling to
external class files.

JavaScript Context and Default models
In this module we will introduce you to JavaScript context and default model available in Alfresco.
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Alfresco JavaScript Root Scope Objects

When a web script or template is executed in Alfresco certain objects are available for use as
part of the context. These root objects are known as script node objects. These provide access to
common services through an object-oriented API and wrap common Alfresco concepts such as
nodes, aspects, associations and properties. The following objects are available be default:
Root Scripting Objects

companyhome:The company home script node userhome:The current user home space node

person:The script node representing the current
user person object

space:The current space node (if any)

document:The current document script node script:The script node representing the script object
itself

args:An associative array of any URL parameters
passed via the Script Processor Servlet

search: A host object providing access to Lucene
and saved search results

people:A host object providing access to Alfresco
people and groups

actions:A host object providing invocation of
registered Alfresco actions

logger:A host object providing access to console
logging facilities for debugging of scripts

session:Session related information such as current
authentication ticket

classification:Access to the root elements of the
Classification API

utils:Access to a library of useful helper functions
not provided as part of the generic JavaScript

avm:Access to the WCM objects such as AVM
paths and searching within the AVM stores and web
projects

crossRepoCopy:Cross repository copy support

webprojects:The root of the WCM JavaScript API. invitations:The root of invitations API which
provides access to the invitations for web sites

groups:The root of group activities transfer:The root of transfer service

sites:The root of sites services

The default model objects can be accessed directly from the root of a script scope and
follow the standard JavaScript pattern of property dot notation style syntax: var name =
userhome.properties.name. In this example the variable name is populated by accessing
the properties property and the name value associated with it. The node children/association
aspect is built dynamically as required. This allows you to walk multiple node collections such as:
userhome.children[1].children[0].children[2].name.

Storing and Executing JavaScript Files

In this module we will show you where to store and execute your JavaScript files in Alfresco.

Storing JavaScript Files

JavaScript files can either be stored in the ClassPath or in the repository store. Alfresco uses the
following locations be default for JavaScript backed web scripts:

• Company Home/Data Dictionary/Web Scripts

• Company Home/Data Dictionary/Web Scripts Extensions
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Executing JavaScript Files

JavaScript backed web scripts are commonly invoked using your web browser and the correct
URL. However, web scripts can also be run using a variety of other methods including:

• cURL

• Alfresco SURF

• JSR-168 Portal

• JSF Page

ScriptNode API
In this module we will introduce you to the ScriptNode API.

JavaScript ScriptNode API

JavaScript has a number of additional APIs available for use when creating web scripts. The
companyhome, userhome, document, space and person objects represent Alfresco node
objects and provide access to the common Alfresco concepts such as properties, aspects, and
associations. The ScriptNode API contains companyhome, userhome, document, space and
person objects.

Properties are a associate array(map) of the node; for example userhome.properties.name.
Each property is keyed by QName, which can be written in a number of ways:

               var name1 = userhome.properties.name
               var name2 = userhome.properties["name'];
               var name3 = userhome.properties[cm:name"];
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               var name4 = userhome.properties["{http://www.alfresco.org/model/
content/1.0}name"];
    

A useful feature of properties is that they type of d:noderef is automatically converted into
another ScriptNode object. This allows the script writer to dynamically walk the object hierarchy
for a node. For example, if a document node has a NodeRef property called 'locale' you
could execute the following to retrieve the name of the node for the property: var locale =
document.properties.locale.properties.name;. Also any properties of type d:content are
converted into a special ScriptContent object that feature an API to modify the content, mimetype,
size and url for the content property. For example:

        var mimetype = document.properties.locale.mimetype;  
        var content = document.properties.content.content;

Most documents are derived from the default content model type cm:content, shortcut APIs are
available for content, mimetype, size and url. For example;

        document.content = "some new text content";
        var mimetype = document.mimetype;
        var url = document.url;
      

ScriptNode Properties

children:A read-only JavaScript array of the child
nodes

assocs:a read-only associative array(map) of the
target associations of the node

sourceAssocs:A read-only associative array(map)
of the source associations of the node

childAssocs:A read-only associative array(map) of
the child associations of the node

parentAssocs:A read-only associative array(map)
of the parent associations of the node

aspects:A read-only array of the aspects applied to
the node

isContainer:Returns 'true' if the node is a node
folder, else returns 'false'

isDocument: Returns 'true' if the node is a content
node, else returns 'false'

content:The content of the node on the default
cm:content property as a string value, this can be
modified to update the content of the node

url:A read-only url of the content stream

downloadUrl:The read-only url of the content
stream for this node as an HTTP1.1 attachment
object

webdavUrl:The WebDav cm:name based path to
the content

mimetype:The mimetype encoding for content on
the default cm:content property attached to the node

size:The read-only size in bytes of content on the
default cm:content property attached to the node

displayPath:The read-only display path to the node qnamePath:The read-only(qname) path to the node

icon16:The read-only small icon image for the node icon32:The read-only large icon image for the node

isLocked:Returns 'true' if the node is locked id:GUID for the node

nodeRef:NodeRef as a string for the node name:Shortcut access to the cm:name property

type:Fully qualified QName type of the node typeShort:Prefix string or 'short' QName type for
the node

parent:The primary parent node, this can be 'null' if
the root node

parents:An array of parent nodes

The isCategoryfunction is provided to help locate child nodes using an XPath or Name based
function:

• Node childByNamePath(string path):Performs and XPath based search based on the
name property of the node and returns the node found at the specified path

• Array childrenByXPath(string path):Performs and XPath based query search and
returns an array of the nodes found

• Array activeWorkFlows:Returns an array of all active workflows this node is involved in
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• boolean isScriptContent(object obj):Returns 'true' if the supplied node property value is
a ScriptContentData object

• string getSiteShortName():Returns a short name of the site this node is located within

Advanced ScriptNode API

The following values are available but are only required for special use cases.

primaryParentAssoc:Returns the ChildAssociationRef for the node

Modifying and Creating API
In this module we will introduce you to the Modifying and Creating API.

Modifying and Creating API

Most of the available ScriptNode API returns read-only values, however the real power of
the scripting API can be found in the support for writable objects and access to the Alfresco
Repository services through the API. The ScriptNode object allows modifications of properties,
adding new properties, adding aspects, creating new files, folder and custom type nodes, and
updating and setting text content stream for a node.

The Property array can be modified to update or add new properties:

               //change the name of the document
               document.properties.name = "Backup of " +
 document.properties.name;
               //add a new property string
               document.properties["cm:locale"] = mylocalenode;
               //save the property modifications
               document.save();
  
  

The node.save() call is needed to persist the property modifications

It is important to note that JavaScript objects are different then native repository Java objects.
Property values in the repository must be of the correct object type as defined in the Data
Dictionary and exposed by the content model. A string property value expects a Java string and
a multi-valued property expects a list. The Alfresco JavaScript API will perform the conversion
of most object types between JavaScript and Java for you. The conversion code handles all
common type conversions and recursive lists of these types:

name content ScriptNode
createFile(string name)

ScriptNode
createFolder(string
name)

ScriptNode
createNode(string
name, string type)

ScriptNode
createNode(string
name, string type,
string assocType)

ScriptNode
createNode(string
name, string type, Array
properties)

ScriptNode
createNode(string
name, string type,
Array properties, string
assocType)

ScriptNode
createNode(string
name, string type,
Array properties, string
assocType, string
assocName)

addNode(ScriptNode
node)

removeNode(ScriptNode
node)

createAssociation(ScriptNode
target, string
assocType)

removeAssociation(ScriptNode
target, string
assocType)

boolean remove() ScriptNode
copy(ScriptNode
destination)

ScriptNode
copy(ScriptNode
destination, boolean
deepCopy)
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boolean
move(ScriptNode
destination)

boolean
addAspect(string
aspect)

boolean
addAspect(string
aspect, Array
properties)

boolean
removeAspect(string
aspect

Script Content API
In this module we will introduce you to the ScriptContent API.

ScriptContent API

The ScriptContent API provides several functions and properties related to node of type
d:content, for example document.properties.content

content:A read/write value that represents the
content as a string

write(ScriptContent content):Copy the content
from the specified ScriptContent

mimetype:A read/write string value that represents
the mimetype of the content

guessMimetype(string filename):Guess and apply
the encoding to the content based upon the current
content. Uses the ContentCharsetFinder service

guessEncoding():Guess and apply the encoding to
the content based on the current content. Uses the
ContentCharsetFinder service

encoding:A read/write string value that represents
the encoding of the content

size:A read-only long value that represents the size
in bytes of the content

url:A read-only string representing the download url
for the content

downloadUrl:A read-only string representing the
download (as attachment) url for the content

Additional JavaScript APIs
In this module we will introduce you to some of the other JavaScript APIs available for use with
web scripts.

Additional JavaScript APIs

Alfresco has a number of additional APIs available for use when creating web scripts, these
include:

Permission and Security API:The ScriptNode
API has several functions and properties related to
permissions in the repository. This API has methods
related to permissions.

Check In/Check Out API:The checkin/checkout
ScriptNode API features methods for checkout,
checkin and cancelling checkout of working copies.

Versions API:The ScriptNode versions API
provides functions and properties for managing and
retrieving the versions of a document.

Transformation API:The Transformation API has
several methods available for use in transforming
documents, including some used by OpenOffice

Thumbnailing API:Methods for automatic creation
of thumbnails

Tagging API:Methods available for tagging of
content

Search API:The Search API provides direct access
to repository level Lucene search results and Saved
Search results. It is accessible via the 'search' root
scope object

People API:The People API provides access to
Alfresco people and groups

Workflow API:The purpose of the Workflow
JavaScript API is to allow access to Alfresco
advanced workflows from within JavaScript.
Through this API workflow definitions, instances,
paths, tasks and transitions can be accessed and
managed.

Actions API:A root level object 'actions' is provided
that allows invocation of Alfresco Actions registered
with the Repository

ScriptAction API:A ScriptAction represents an
Alfresco Action registered within the Repository

Logging API:A root level object 'logger' is provided
that provides functions to aid debugging of scripts
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Session API:A root level object 'session' is provided
to access to the current logged in user session ticket
as a string value

Classification API:There are two parts to the API:
manipulating classifications and manipulating the
categories that they contain. A root level object
'classification' is provided to return category nodes

AVM API:The Alfresco Versioning Machine (AVM)
API provides access to Web Content Management
(WCM) stores and their associated file and folder
nodes

AVM Store API:Store objects returned by the AVM
API have additional methods available in this API

AVM Node API:AVM specified node objects
returned by methods contained in the AVM API have
additional methods available to them through this
API

There are other APIs available for web script writers in addition to those listed here. For
further information see the Alfresco web scripts WIKI page.

Custom Script APIs
In this module we will introduce you to custom script APIs and how to implement them.

Custom Script APIs

It is possible in Alfresco to create and add custom script APIs implemented in Java and
accessible as root objects in JavaScript. This provides an integration point for Alfresco extensions
to provide custom APIs where appropriate. In order to implement a custom JavaScript API it is
recommended that you develop a Plain Old Java Object (POJO) that extends the base class
org.alfresco.repo.processor.BaseProcessorExtension. The public methods of your class
will be those that will be accessible from JavaScript. Once completed you must configure the
bean in Spring. Make use of the baseJavaScriptExtension parent bean definition in order to
ensure your object is automatically registered with the ScriptService framework. The name of
the object as it appears to script writers must also be specified in the bean definition. Here is an
example of a ScriptLogger custom API:

    <bean id="loggerscript" parent="baseJavaScriptExtension"
 class="org.alfresco.repo.jscript.ScriptLogger">
      <property name="extensionName">
        <value>logger</value>
        </property>
    </bean>
  

Since this is a standard spring bean definition any additional services that are required can be
injected as properties into the bean definition in the usual way. Once the bean has been loaded
the custom API object will be accessible directly in JavaScript by calling the public methods on
the named object. To call the new log method from the logger API:

     logger.log("This is a log message.");
   

JavaScript Debugger
In this module we will introduce you to the JavaScript debugger available in Alfresco and how to
use it to debug your web scripts.

Alfresco JavaScript Debugger The Alfresco Server provides a built-in server-side JavaScript
debugger which allows line by line step through, variable inspection and arbitrary script execution.
To enable and disable the JavaScript debugger use the following URL (you must be logged in as
an administrator): http://<host>:<port>/alfresco/service/api/javascript/debugger
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This URL displays the current status of the debugger and allows you toggle between enabled
and disabled. When enabled, the JavaScript Debugger window is displayed. Upon execution of
any server-side JavaScript, the debugger will intercept and stop execution at the first JavaScript
statement. You can then step through, view variables etc or resume execution. When disabled,
server-side JavaScript is executed without interruption.

The debugger executes in the Java VM of the Alfresco Server. It must be executed on the
same machine as the Alfresco Server - remote debugging is not supported.

JavaScript Summary
In this module we discussed JavaScript, its use in Alfresco and the APIs available, let's review
what we have learned.

JavaScript Module Summary

• Alfresco has it's own implementation of JavaScript through the JavaScript API, it is a key
building block for web scripts.

• Alfresco uses JavaScript which runs though Mozilla's Rhino engine.

• Alfresco has a number of APIs available for use in creating web scripts.

• It is possible to create your own custom script APIs implemented in Java and accessible
through JavaScript.

Web Scripts Lab 2
In lab 2 we will update a document in the repository .
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Lab 2

In this exercise we will update an existing document within the repository. You will be using a
new content model that defines a content type (geem:equipment). This document represents a
unique piece of power generation equipment from Green Energy and will be used to document
the installation/configuration notes for the unit. The new content type includes a property
(geem:serialnum) to capture the serial number of the unit. This exercise will allow for the updating
of the serial number property via a webscript. The input to the web script will need to include the
noderef of the document that you wish to update, as well as the new serial number to update. To
create this lab you will need to do the following:

1. Review the provided content model: geEquipmentModel.xml

2. Copy the model file to the extension directory.

3. Create a Spring bean definition file (ge-equipment-context.xml) to deploy the new model
and copy it to the extension directory.

4. Copy the text from the provided "web-client-config-custom.xml" file into the web-client-
config-custom.xml file within the extension directly.

5. Restart the Alfresco server and watch for errors.

6. Create a web script descriptor document that will comply with the following:

          url: /com/greenenergy/em/updateserialnum/{serialnum}/{noderef}
          format: html (default)
          authentication: user
          family:Green Energy
        

7. Create a web script controller (JavaScript) file that will:

• Retrieve the noderef and serialnumber arguments from the url

• Respond to 'GET" requests

• Perform a search for the noderef within the repository

• Update the serial number property using the new value

• Save the updated node

• Specify a message to denote that the node was updated

• If any errors occur, redirect to the default status code 500 template with a message

8. Create a web script freemarker template (HTML) to display the "success" message.

9. After creating the web script files, load them into the following folder:
Company Home/Data Dictionary/Web Script Extensions/com/greenenergy/em/
lab2

.

10. Refresh the web scripts using by using the web script console:
http://localhost:8080/alfresco/service/index

.

11. Call your web script using the correct URL.
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Alfresco Search

In this module we will introduce you to the search functionality in web scripts and how it's used.

In this module you will learn:

• An overview of the search functionality in web scripts and how to implement them

• About Lucene queries

• About the Alfresco Full Text Search(FTS)

• About CMIS-SQL search

• About XPath search

Search Overview

In this module we will give an overview of the search functionality available in web scripts.

Search Overview

Alfresco 3.4 supports numerous search languages including; Lucene, XPath, Alfresco
FTS and CMIS-SQL. In Alfresco 3.4 Share exposes Alfresco FTS directly and
defines it's own default macro that is usually used. Searches are defined using the
org.alfresco.service.cmr.search.SearchParametersobject. They are executed using
the public SearchService bean available from the Repository Services helper bean. A
search returns a org.alfresco.service.cmr.search.ResultSetwhich is itself made up of
org.alfresco.service.cmr.search.ResultSetRow. Each row in a result set refers to a node
in the repository. The rows returned in the result set are filtered to contain only the nodes to which
the user executing the search has read access.

The SearchParameters object allows the specification of:

• the search language

• the search string

• the definition of the fields ALL and TEXT

• the locale(s)

• bulk fetching of nodes from hibernate that are included in the results

• default AND or OR behavior

• the properties to be returned by the query

• query parameters

• sorting

• a limit to the size of the result set

• a limit to the number of additional tokens for multilingual components of searches

• which store to search

• the transactional isolation level to use for the search

Lucene Search

In this module we will give an overview of the Lucene search language and how to use it in web
scripts.

Lucene Search Language
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Lucene is an open-source search engine written entirely in Java. Using a simple API it relies on
a separate index and not the database for metadata and full text searches. Lucene searches the
metadata and text simultaneously.

Some of the features of Lucene include:

• Scalable, High-Performance indexing

• Ranked searching

• Date-Range searching

• Sorting by any field

• Many powerful query types

Lucene uses the concept of Tokenization, tokens are an occurrence of a term in the text of a field.
It consists of a terms text, the start and end offset of the term and a type string. The following is
an example of tokenization using the sentence "The fox liked to run and jump".

As you can see from this example; the words from our test string are broken down into tokens
(fox, liked, run, jump) and they also have their type declared (ALPHANUM) and start and end
locations in the string. Lucene also supports fielded data, you can specify a field or use the
default field (field:text). To search any field, type the name followed by a colon and the text
you are searching for (i.e. FIELD:TEXT). Lucene supports wildcards, fuzzy searches, proximity
searches and range searches.

Lucene Search Syntax

• Single character searches:Single character searches use the '?' character (i.e. te?t)

• Multiple character searches:Multiple character searches use the '*'(i.e. *st)

• Fuzzy searches:Allow suers to search for like terms using the '~' character (i.e. test~)

• Proximity searches:Proximity searches allows users to search for words that are a
specific distance away and use the '~' key and a number value (i.e. Green Energy~10)
searches for 'Green' and 'Energy' within 10 words of each other

• Range searches:To search for a range, use the 'TO' syntax (i.e. mod_date:20110101 TO
20110104 or title:EnergyTOGReen)

• Boosting relevance:To boost the relevance of a search use the '^' character(i.e.
Green^Energy) which makes 'Green' more relevant

• Boolean operators:'AND' (Green AND Energy), 'OR' (Green OR Energy), 'NOT' (Green
NOT Energy), '+' (+Green Energy) must include 'Green', '-'(Green -Energy) excludes
'Energy'
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Boolean operators can be grouped together to create powerful searches (i.e. Green OR Energy
AND company_home) or (cm:+company_home +"Green Energy")

Syntax Examples

• var nodes=search.luceneSearch("TEXT:alfresco");

• var nodes=search.lucecneSearch("workspace://sitestore",TEXT:site");

XPath Search
In this module we will give an overview of the XPath search language and how to use it in web
scripts.

XPath Search Language

XPath is a language used for addressing parts of an XML document, designed to be used by
XSLT and XPointer. Nodes in Alfresco are identified as XML to XPath, allowing them to be
searched. XPath allows nodes to be searched by type, properties, aspects and associations.
In XPath there are seven kinds of nodes: element, attributes, text, namespace, processing-
instruction, comment and document nodes.

Some of the features of XPath include:

• path expressions used to select nodes

• standard functions to include string values, numeric values, date and time comparisons,
node and QName manipulation, boolean values and more

XPath Syntax

• nodename:selects all the nodes of the named node

• '/' Selects from the root node

• '//' Selects nodes in the document from the current node that match the selection no matter
where they are

• '.' selects the current node

• '..' selects the parent of the current node

• '@'selects attributes

Predicates

Predicates are used to find a specific node or a node that contains a specific value. Predicates
are always embedded in square brackets.

• /bookstore/book[1]Selects the first book element that is the child of the bookstore
element
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• /bookstore/book[last()]:Selects the last book of an element that is a child of the
bookstore element

• //title[@lang]:Selects all the title elements that have an attribute named lang

• /bookstore/book[price>35.00]:Selects all the book elements of the bookstore with a price
element value greater than 35.00

XPath can use wildcards to select unknown elements

XPath Wildcards

*Matches any element node (i.e. /
bookstore/*) selects any child
node of the bookstore element

@*Matches any attribute node
(i.e. //*) selects all elements in the
document

node()Matches any node of any
kind (i.e. //title[@*] selects all title
elements that have any attributes

You can use the | operator in XPath to select several paths

Selecting multiple paths

//book/title | //book/priceSelects all the title AND price elements of all book elements

Alfresco FTS Search

In this module we will give an overview of the Alfresco FTS language and how to use it in web
scripts.

Alfresco FTS Language

The Alfresco Full Text Search (FTS) query text can be embedded in CMIS-SQL or used stand
alone. The CMIS specification supports a subset of Alfresco FTS. Alfresco FTS is exposed
directly by Share which adds its own template.

Alfresco FTS Syntax

• Single terms are tokenized before the search according to the appropriate data
dictionary definitions. If no field is specified the default field will be used (i.e. banana or
TEXT:banana)

• Phrase searches are enclosed in double quotes (i.e. “big yellow banana”) to escape
quotes use \”. If no field is specified the default field will be used.

• To search for an exact term use the “=“. This will ensure the term will not be tokenized (i.e.
=running)

• Single terms and phrases can be combined using the “AND”. If not specified the “AND” will
be used by default (i.e. ‘big yellow banana’ is the same as ‘big AND yellow AND banana’)

• Single terms can also be combined using “OR” (i.e. big OR yellow OR banana)

• Single terms can be combined using the “NOT” or prefixed with “-” or “!” (i.e. ‘yellow NOT
banana’ is the same as ‘yellow !banana’ and ‘yellow –banana’)

• To find documents that contain the term ‘banana’ and score those with the term ‘yellow’
higher (i.e. +yellow |banana) the “|” means banana is optional

• Wildcards are supported for terms, phrases and exact phrases to match one or more
characters (i.e. ‘ app?e’ or ‘*app’ or ‘?????’ all find the term ‘apple’)

• Google style proximity matching is supported (i.e. ‘yellow * banana’ or ‘yellow *(3)banana’)

• Query boosts are implemented (i.e. yellow AND (banana)^3

• Grouping (i.e. (big or yellow) AND banana

• Escaping characters use the ‘\ ‘ character
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• Fuzzy matching is NOT implemented in FTS

• Alfresco FTS is NOT supported in FreeMarker

CMIS SQL

In this module we will look at the CMIS SQL search language.

CMIS SQL Language

CMIS (Content Management Interoperability Services) is a standard for improving interoperability
between ECM systems. It specifies a domain model plus a set of protocol bindings for web
services (SOAP) and AtomPub.

CMIS is ideally suited for the following use cases:

• Repository to Repository (R2R)

• Application to Repository (A2R)

• Federated Repositories:

Objects represent the entities that are in the repository. Each object has a type. There are 4 base
types defined by CMIS, Documents, Folders, Relationships and Policies. Every object in the
repository will be derived from one of these types. An object will be identified by an Object ID and
will have a set of properties associated with it. The properties that an object has is defined by its
Object Type. The CMIS specification does specify how new object types are created.

Properties are named values that are associated with each object type. Properties are of a
specific type (date, integer, text etc...). Properties can be single valued or multi valued, required
or optional. Some properties may be read only or only up-datable at certain times. One point to
note is that properties can have different names associated with them their display name, ID and
query name may all be different.
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Document objects represent the entries that we really come to the repository for, the content.
Document objects (and only document objects) may have Content Streams (the actual file
associated with the document). In some cases it makes sense to have document objects without
content streams. Content streams exist only as part of a containing document object. The content
stream will have a mimetype associated with it. In addition to a content stream, a document
object may contain one or more renditions (alternate views of the content). Documents objects
are also the only objects that are versionable, or for which versions can be exposed via CMIS.
Each version of a document object will have their own object ID. All versions of a document make
up a Version Series and will share a Version Series ID.

Folder objects are containers used to organize the document objects within the repository. With
the obvious exception of the root folder, folder objects must have one and only one parent folder.
A folder has a folder path that is automatically generated representing its place in the repository's
hierarchy. A folder object may be defined in a way the limits what object types can it can contain
(for example, an accounting related folder could be defined to only contain document objects of
type invoice). A folder object may have renditions (for example a folder may have a thumbnail as
a rendition representing what is in the folder). Relationship Objects

Relationship objects define a non-invasive two way relationships between two objects (source
and target) in the repository. Manipulating the relationships should not effect any changes
to either the source or target objects. Relationship objects are optional for CMIS compliant
repositories. Policy objects are optional repository specific objects that can be applied to
controllable objects. The behavior of policies are not modeled by the CMIS specification. A single
policy object may be applied to multiple controllable objects and a single controllable object may
have multiple policies applied to it. In order to preserve referential integrity, a policy object can not
be deleted if it is applied to one or more controllable objects.

Renditions are alternate views of the content stream such as previews, PDF renditions and
thumbnails. It is also possible to have a thumbnail rendition object without content streams (i.e.
folders). Renditions attributes must include a Stream ID and a mimetype. Additional common
attributes for rendition are length, title and kind. The only kind of rendition that the CMIS
specification defines is a thumbnail. Thumbnail renditions should only include height and width as
attributes. The repository may define its own rendition types in addition to thumbnails. Renditions
cannot be queried unless they have a Rendition Document ID, that allows them to be exposed as
documents.

Access control is used to specify who can do what with an object in the repository. If the
repository supports access control then access control lists are applied to each object within the
repository. Access control lists specify what types of access or permissions (read, write etc..)
to an object are given to groups or users (known collectively as principles). CMIS defines three
permissions cmis:read, cmis:write and cmis:all. When setting an ACL cmis:user can be used to
represent the current authenticated user.

The repository may have an optional change log that contains an entry for each change made to
content in the repository. Each entry has a Change Log Token. The repository must expose the
latest change log token if it support change logs. Change log entries include the object ID and
the change type (created, updated, deleted or security). Armed with a change log token, a client
could retrieve the list of objects that have been changed since the change was made. A change
log need not contain every change for the life of the repository, but it must contain every change
made since the earliest change in the log.

CMIS Content Repository

When Alfresco is installed and started, the following link http://[host]:[port]/alfresco/
service/cmis/index.html provides access to the Alfresco CMIS implementation, including
reference documentation for the AtomPub binding, Web Service WSDLs and TCKs.
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Search Summary
In this module we discussed using the search capabilities in Alfresco, and the various search
engines available to web scripts, let's review what we have learned.

Web Scripts Search Module Summary

• Alfresco 3.4 supports multiple search languages including; Lucene, XPath, Alfresco FTS
and CMIS SQL.

• Lucene is the recommended search engine

• Lucene creates tokens for the content being searched and then searches the index that is
created

• XPath is an language used for addressing parts of an XML document

• XPath searches nodes by types, properties, aspects and associations

• The Alfresco Full Text Search (FTS) query text can be embedded in CMIS-SQL or used
stand alone. The CMIS specification supports a subset of Alfresco FTS.
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• Alfresco provides a full implementation of the CMIS specification allowing access to the
content repository via the ATOMPub and Web Service bindings.

Web Scripts Lab 3

In Lab 3 we will create a new web script that will search for a document in the repository.

Lab 3

In this exercise we will searching the repository for an existing document within the repository.
You will be performing a CMIS search for a document of type "geem:equipment" that has the
specified serial number defined on it. The input to the web script will need to include the serial
number of the document that you wish to retreive.

1. Create a web script descriptor document that will comply with the following:

        url:  /com/greenenergy/em/getconfigdoc/{serialnum}
        format:  html  (default)
        authentication: user
        family:  Green Energy 
      

2. Create a web script controller javascript file that will:

• Retrieve the serialnumber argument from the url

• Respond to "GET" requests

• Perform a CMIS query/search for the appropriate Equipment document within the
repository

• Pass the document to the FreeMarker template

• If any errors occur, redirect to the default status code 401 template with a message

3. Create a web script freemarker template (HTML) to display a link to the document:
ie. <a href="${url.serviceContext}/api/node/
content/${docnode.nodeRef.storeRef.protocol}/
${docnode.nodeRef.storeRef.identifier}/${docnode.nodeRef.id}/
${docnode.name?url}">${docnode.name}</a>
        

4. After creating the web script files, load them into the following folder: Company Home/Data
Dictionary/Web Script Extensions/com/greenenergy/em/lab3

5. Refresh the web scripts using by using the web script console: http://localhost:8080/
alfresco/service/index

6. Call your web script using the correct URL.
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Practical Examples of Web Scripts

In this module we will look at some practical examples of web scripts.

Web script have many purposes including folder browsing, uploading of content, blog searches,
and searching for people. Lets take a look at some of these examples here.

Browsing Folders

This demo web script demonstrates how to browse folders and display the contents via HTML or
ATOM. It consists of the following components:

• Description document:folder.get.desc.xml

• Execute script:folder.get.js

• HTML response templatefolder.get.html.ftl

Person Search

This web script demonstrates how to search for a person on a site. It consists of the following
components:
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• Description documents:personsearch.get.desc.xml

• Execute script:personsearch.get.js

• HTML response template:personsearch.get.html.ftl

Blog search:

This web script demonstrates how to search the blog for a particular query. It consists of the
following components:
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• Description document:blogsearch.get.desc.xml

• Execute script:blogsearch.get.js

• HTML response template:blogsearch.get.html.ftl

Web Scripts Lab 4

In Lab 4 we will create a new web script that will list all documents in the repository for Green
Energy.

Lab 4

In this exercise we will searching the repository for existing documents. You will be performing
a CMIS search for documents of type "geem:equipment". This web script has no input required.
You will be creating multiple response templates in order to present the information in HTML,
XML, and JSON formts.

1. Create a web script descriptor document that will comply with the following:

         url:  /com/greenenergy/em/listequipment
        formats:  html (default), xml, json
         authentication: user
        family:  Green Energy 
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2. Create a web script controller javascript file that will:

• Responds to "GET" requests

• Perform a CMIS query/search for all "Equipment" documents within the repository

• Pass the query results to the freemarker template(s)

• If any errors occur, redirect to the default status code 401 template with a message

3. Create a web script freemarker template (HTML) to display the results.

Use <#list> or [#list] You may need to use [#attempt]/[#recover] blocks

4. Create a web script freemarker template (XML) to display the results.

Use an XML structure of your choosing

5. Create a web script freemarker template (JSON) to display the results.

Use the jsonUtils helper [#escape x as jsonUtils.encodeJSONString(x)]

6. After creating the web script files, load them into the following folder: Company Home/Data
Dictionary/Web Script Extensions/com/greenenergy/em/lab4

7. Refresh the web scripts using by using the web script console: http://localhost:8080/
alfresco/service/index

8. Call your web script from the correct URLs to test all formats.
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Development Tools Overview

In this module we will introduce you to some of the tools available for developers for creating web
scripts.

In this module you will learn to:

• Describe the Alfresco SDK

• Describe and use the Alfresco FDK

• Use the Eclipse IDE for the development of web scripts

• Describe and use a REST client

Alfresco SDK

In this module we will look at the Alfresco SDK.

Developer Tools

There are a number of tools available to assist developers in creating web scripts including
the Alfresco Software Development Kit (SDK) and Alfresco Forms Development Kit (FDK), the
Eclipse IDE and its plug-ins and various REST clients.

Alfresco SDK

The Alfresco SDK provides support for developers who wish to extend or customise the Alfresco
platform. This SDK allows developers to:

• Develop extensions for the Alfresco Repository and Web Client.

• Embed Alfresco into applications via Alfresco's Java Foundation Services API or
standards-compliant JCR API.

• Develop applications against a remote Alfresco Repository via Alfresco's Web Services
API.

The Alfresco SDK is installed in your instance of the Virtual Machine. In addition to its use for
this course there are a number of available sample scripts and demos for developers. The SDK is
accessible through the Eclipse IDE.

Alfresco FDK

In this module we will look at the Alfresco FDK.

Alfresco FDK

The Alfresco FDK was introduced in the Alfresco 3.3 release, it provides support for
administrators and developers who wish to configure, extend or customize forms in Spring Surf
based applications. The FDK is pre-installed in your VM for this course from its AMP file.

Using the Alfresco FDK

The AMP file for the FDK installs an example model and the JAR provides a "Form Console"
page, form configuration for the example model, a unit test page and some Share specific
configuration overrides.
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A landing page is provided, through a web browser at http://localhost:8080/share/page/fdk which
provides links to the form console and unit test pages. The FDK provides an extension point
(alfresco/web-extension/fdk-config-custom.xml) so that further form configuration can be provided
and tested via the form console page.

Eclipse IDE

In this module we will look at the Eclipse IDE and how its used to create web scripts.

Eclipse IDE

The development of web scripts requires the use of the Eclipse IDE. While it is not necessary for
JavaScript backed web scripts, however when creating advanced web scripts using Java they will
need to be created using Eclipse.
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While other IDEs are capable of creating web scripts, Alfresco recommends the use of the
Eclipse IDE.

REST Client

In this module we will look at a REST Client and how to use it to assist in developing web scripts.

REST Client

A REST client is a valuable to available to developers to assist them in creating and testing web
scripts. A REST Client allows developers to test HTTP communications including GET, POST,
PUT and DELETE as well as others. There are a number of REST clients available, however, for
this course we will use the Google REST client.
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Spring Framework Objectives

In this module we will introduce you to the Alfresco Spring Framework

In this module you will learn to:

• Describe the Alfresco Spring Framework

• Describe the bean factory

• Create a new bean factory

• Describe dependency injection

• Create a new dependency injection

• Describe application context

Spring Framework

In this module we will look at the Spring Framework in Alfresco

Overview

Since Alfresco 3.3 there is another way to execute web scripts. Web applications built upon the
Alfresco Surf Platform make extensive use of Web Scripts but they don't execute directly within
the context of the Alfresco Repository, instead they execute within a remote ‘presentation tier’, a
new web application on a separate web-tier.

Spring Framework

The Spring framework is a full-stack Java/JEE applications framework. Springs main aim is to
make J2EE easier to use and promote good programming practise. It does this by enabling a
POJO-based programming model remaining faithful to the fundamental ideas of expert one-on-
one J2EE design and development.

Bean Factory

A Spring BeanFactory is a generic factory that enables objects to be retrieved by name, and
which can manage relationships between objects. Bean factories support two modes of object:

• Singleton: In this case, there's one shared instance of the object with a particular name.

• Prototype or non-singleton: In this case, each retrieve will result in the creation of a new
independent object.

Creating a new Spring Bean Factory

In this module we will be demonstrate step-by-step the procedures for creating a new Spring
Bean factory.

Creating a new Spring Ben Factory.

How to create a new Spring Bean Factory

1. Write a new JavaBean class in Eclipse:
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2. Define the Spring beans in a XML bean definition file:

3. Declare the bean definition file in the Spring Bean Factory:

In our example we have created a new file ApplicationContext.xml that defines the bean
definitions.

4. Once we have created our new JavaBean and declared it in the Spring
Bean Factory we can now retrieve it through the getBean() method.

We have now created a new JavaBean and can use it in our web scripts.

Dependency Injection

In this module we will look at Dependency Injection in Spring

Overview

Through its bean factory concept, Spring is an Inversion of Control container. Spring is
most closely identified with a flavor of Inversion of Control known as Dependency Injection.
Dependency Injection is a form of IoC that removes explicit dependencies on container APIs.
There are two types of Dependency Injection:

• Setter Injection (via JavaBean setters)

• Constructor (via constructor arguments)

Spring provides sophisticated support for both types, and even allows you to mix the two
when configuring the one object.

Spring Framework

The Spring framework is a full-stack Java/JEE applications framework. Springs main aim is to
make J2EE easier to use and promote good programming practise. It does this by enabling a
POJO-based programming model remaining faithful to the fundamental ideas of expert one-on-
one J2EE design and development.

Bean Factory

A Spring BeanFactory is a generic factory that enables objects to be retrieved by name, and
which can manage relationships between objects. Bean factories support two modes of object:

• Singleton: In this case, there's one shared instance of the object with a particular name.

• Prototype or non-singleton: In this case, each retrieve will result in the creation of a new
independent object.
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Application Context

In this module we will look at Application Context in Spring

Overview

To start using Spring you either instantiate a Spring BeanFactory or an ApplicationContext.
ApplicationContext is derived from BeanFactory and provides all of the BeanFactory functionality
and more including:

• MessageSource

• Access to resources such as URLs and files

• Event propagation to beans implementing the ApplicationListener interface

• Loading of multiple (hierarchical) contexts

Web Application Context

WebApplicationContext is an ordinary ApplicationContext that has
some extra features necessary for web applications and is bound
by the ServletContext and created by the ContextLoaderListener.

Set the files to load through the context loader

config:
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Java Objectives

In this module we will introduce you to Java web scripts and how to use them in Alfresco.

In this module you will learn to:

• Describe the reasons why you would use Java to create web scripts

• Describe the differences between JavaScript and Java web scripts

• Create a Java backed web script

Java web scripts overview

In this module we will give an overview of Java and its use in web scripts.

Java web scripts overview

While most web scripts can be created using JavaScript there are some limitations to this
method. Some of the reasons you might need to create web scripts in Java instead of JavaScript
include:

• Accessing Alfresco Content Application services not available in the JavaScript API.

• Interacting with systems whose only API is exposed via JAVA

• Overriding how responses are rendered, such as to stream large content

• Where performance is crucial

Creating Java web scripts

Creating a Java backed web script involves some additional steps and is therefore more
complicated than creating web scripts in JavaScript. The Java source code has to be created,
compiled, packaged and then deployed to the Alfresco server. While JavaScript backed web
scripts can be entirely created in the Alfresco GUI, Java backed web scripts will require an IDE
such as Eclipse.

Java Web Script Components
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In the diagram above the primary difference between JavaScript and Java backed web scripts
is that the Java class replaces the controller in JavaScript web scripts. Alfresco is aware of the
Java class through the Spring Framework configuration. All other components of a web script are
exactly the same as used in JavaScript backed web scripts.

Creating Java backed web scripts

In this module we will give an overview of the steps required to create a Java backed web script.

Creating Java backed web scripts

Steps for creating a Java backed web script:

• Create a folder for storing your web script

• Create your descriptor document

• Create your response template

• Create you controller using your IDE, compile and place in web application classpath

• Register the Java class using the Spring framework and place in the extension classpath
of the Alfresco Content Application Server

• Restart the content application server to fully register the web script

When creating Java backed web scripts you must bind the Spring bean into the web scripts;
using the following structure: id="webscript.<packageid>.<serviceid>.<httpMethod> for
example;bean id=webscript.org.sample.helloworld.get In addition to binding the Spring
bean into the web script you must also declare the parent in the web script bean as follows:

        <bean id="webscript.org.alfresco.sample.helloworld.get"
          class ="my.java.package.structure.HelloWorld"
          parent="webscript />"
      

The bean ID is made up of the following:

• Prefix:This must always start with the value 'webscript'

• packageId:This is the package directory where the web script descriptor is located , in our
example org.alfresco.sample

• serviceId:In our example 'HelloWorld'

• httpMethod:In our example we are using a 'get' method

Java classes

Java web scripts have one important rule they must implement the Java interface:
org.alfresco.web.scripts.WebScript. This interface defines the following two methods
which also must be implemented:

• getDescription(): this returns a WebScriptDescription object which is a Java
representation of the web script description XML document.

• execute():this method is invoked by the web script framework to initiate the web script.

In addition there are several abstract helper classes provided to simplify development:

• org.alfresco.web.scripts.AbstractWebScriptthis allows a web script to take full
control of the request.

• org.alfresco.web.scripts.DeclarativeWebScriptthis allows a web script to mix
Java, JavaScript and templates.
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In the diagram above the primary difference between JavaScript and Java backed web scripts
is that the Java class replaces the controller in JavaScript web scripts. Alfresco is aware of the
Java class through the Spring Framework configuration. All other components of a web script are
exactly the same as used in JavaScript backed web scripts.

Calling Alfresco Services

Java backed web scripts are able to call all services provided by the Alfresco Content Application
Server for use. Any Java API within the server process, subject to security limitations, is
accessible. Access to these services is provided by Dependency Injection (DI), instead of the
Java backed web script locating its dependant services, the dependant services are handed to
the web script. Alfresco employs the Spring Framework for DI. Dependencies are specified in a
separate XML configuration file as part of the Java backed web script registration. To implement
DI Java uses setter methods to declare the a reference to the dependant service:

      private Repository repository
      .......
      public void setRepository(Repository repository)
      .......
      NodeRef folder = repository.findNodeRef(:path", nodePath.split("/"));
    

Setting response status codes

A Java implemented web script includes support for response status codes. There are two
approaches for sending a response code:

• Throw an exception: All exceptions thrown from web scripts are caught by web script
runtimes and converted to response status codes. The default status code is 500(internal
server error), however you can declare your own response as follows:

            public WebScriptException(int statusCode, String message)
            
            if (req.getparameter("q")==null ||
 req.getParameter("q").length()==0:
            {
            throw new
 WebScriptException(httpServletResponse.SC_BAD_REQUEST, "Search term not
 provided");
            }
       

• Explicit setting of response status:This method can be used to set a response status
code and message and control the redirect to a status response template:

           
             
            ‘if (req.getparameter(“q”) == null ||
 req.getParameter(“q”).length() ==0) 
            {  
            status.setCode(httpServletReponse.SC_BAD_REQUEST);
            status.setMessage(“Search term not provided”);
            status.setRedirect(true);
            }
 
          

Constructing the model

One of the responsibilities of the controller is to create a model for subsequent rendering by a
response template. A model is a map of values indexed by name. In Java, the model is simply
returned from the executeImpl() method as a map. The model is then available to response
templates, which can use the values to render the output.
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Values placed in the map by Java are converted into values that are accessible to
FreeMarker.

Web script kinds

By default Alfresco web scripts support an MVC style of implementation. It is possible to
override the default behavior or to add extra capability by creating a new kind of Java backed
implementation using a web script kind. This allows a Java backed implementation to be named
and to have the new kind be used in a web script instead of using the default behavior. This can
be useful for encapsulating behavior that you wish to reuse across other web scripts.

Java Web Scripts Summary

In this module we discussed Java web scripts, their use in Alfresco and the APIs available, let's
review what we have learned.

Java Web Scripts Module Summary

• Java web scripts allow users to create web scripts in Java when JavaScript is impractical
or unable to implement the methods needed.

• Java backed web scripts use the Spring framework.

• When creating a Java backed web script you must bind the Spring bean into the web
script.

• The Java class must implement the Java interface and the getDescription() and execute()
methods.

• It is possible to create your own custom script APIs implemented in Java and accessible
through JavaScript.

• Users can declare their own response status codes.

• Users can create their own custom kinds of Java backed implementation for reuse in web
scripts.

Web Scripts Lab 6

In Lab 6 we will debug an existing web script.

Lab 6

In this exercise we will debug a broken webscript. The webscript should return the status code
property on an equipment document. The webscript has one input: serialnum and should
respond at the following url: http://localhost:8080/alfresco/service/com/greenenergy/
geem/getstatus/{serialnum}

1. Load the existing web script files into the following folder: Company Home/Data
Dictionary/Web Script Extensions/com/greenenergy/em/lab7

2. Correct the issue(s) with this webscript.

3. Reload, call your web script, and test
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Web Scripts Best Practices

In this module we will show you some of the best practices and discuss some of the advanced
options available for creating web scripts.

In this module you will learn to:

• Create web scripts in multiple languages using internationalization

• Create custom configuration files for rendering how information is presented in a web
script

• Create custom negotiation files

• Process multi-part forms in web scripts

• Process complex HTTP requests

• Specify custom caching of web scripts

• Set advanced descriptor options

• Create custom authentication methods

Creating Internationalization(I18N) for web scripts

In this module we will give an overview of the steps required to create web scripts that use
Internationalization(I18N).

Creating Internationalization(I18N) web scripts

Internationalization(I18N) is an important part of creating web scripts as it allows the web script to
output the data into the language of choice for the user. To accomplish this Alfresco web scripts
use the web script framework to output the response using resource bundles. These resource
bundles must be created for every language being output.

Steps for creating web scripts that supports internationalization

• Create a descriptor document

• Create your controller document

• Create one or more templates

• Create you message bundle(s) or property files for each language to be output

• Store the files in the proper location

• Register the new web script with Alfresco

Message bundles or property files are designated with the naming convention as follows:<web
script id>.<http method>.[_<locale>.properties

Locales are consist of a valid 2 digit ISO-639 language code.

For a full list of valid ISO-639 codes see “http://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/ietf/http/related/
iso639.txt”

Sample message bundles

            Create an English message bundle (i.e. i18n.get.properties)
            Type the following into the message bundle: 
            greeting=Hello
            farewell=Goodbye
            
            Create another message bundle in language of choice (i.e.
 i18n.get_de.properties)
            Type the following into the message bundle:
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            greeting=Guten Tag
            farewell=Auf Wiedersehen
            
            
            
          

• You can now call the message bundle by calling the appropriate locale bundle.

Creating configuration files for web scripts

In this module we will give an overview of the steps required to create configuration files for web
scripts.

Configuration files

Configuration files allow web scripts to alter their behavior according to the needs of the user.
Configuration files use valid XML and are altered through the root object config.script and require
a configuration file. The naming convention for the configuration file is as follows: web script
id. http method.config.xml

The configuration file can contain any valid XML and can be used to customize the output of the
data. For example we can create a custom greeting to a user:

        <helloworld>
        <greeting>hello</greeting>
        <fromproperty>userName</fromproperty>
        </helloworld>
      

We would then update our controller script:

        model.toWho = (args.to != null) ? args.to : person.properties.userName;
        var s = new XML(config.script);
        model.fromWho = person.properties[s.fromproperty]; 
      

Finally we would update our template to render the customer greeting:

            <html>
            <body>
            At ${date?datetime}, ${fromWho?html} says
 ${config.script.helloworld.greeting?html} to ${toWho?html}
            </body>
            </html>
            
          

Content negotiation files for web scripts

In this module we will give an overview content negotiation files for web scripts.

Content Negotiation files

Content negotiation is a mechanism specified in the HTTP specification that makes it possible
to serve different versions of the same document. This makes it possible for the client to
specify which version best fits their needs. By default content negotiation is disabled, however
by declaring its requirements in a descriptor document it is possible to enable it. To do so,
simply map the incoming accept handler to the preferred response type. An example of content
negotiation is to specify which version of an image to render for display purposes such as a GIF
or PNG.
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Sample descriptor accept:

        <negotiate accept="text/html">html</negotiate>
        <negotiate accept="application/json">json</negotiate>
      

You would then create a json response template to render the output in json.

Multi Part form processing
In this module we will give an overview of how multi part forms are processed for web scripts.

Multi Part Forms

Applications use HTML forms to create and update data. Content applications use forms to
upload files from a users local file system. HTML forms allow data to be submitted in one of
two content types: URL-encoded (application-x-www-form-urlencoded) and multipart form data
(multipart/form-data). Web scripts can handle URL-encoded submissions as other requests,
where the web script parses the URI to extract the form data. However, the URL-encoded
approach is inefficient for sending large quantities of binary data or text containing non-ASCII
characters. To submit forms containing files, non-ASCII, and binary data, the multipart form data
content type must be used; however, this type of request is not as simple to parse for the server.
Given the common requirement to submit files to the Alfresco content repository, the Web Script
Framework provides explicit support for handling multipart form data submissions by hiding the
complexity of request parsing from the developer of the web script.

When multipart/form-data is posted to a web script, the web script framework provides a special
root object named formdata. This allows access to the posted request through a simple API.

Form Data API

The Form Data API provides direct access to form fields submitted through the multipart/
form-data content type. When requests of this type are posted to a web script, the web script
framework supplies the root object named formdata to the controller script of the web script.

formdata

• hasField boolean indicating the existence of a named form field in the multipart request

• fields an array of formfield where each entry represents a field within the multipart request

formfield

• name the name of the form field (Note that form fields may not be uniquely named)

• isFile boolean indicating whether this field represents a file (content)

• value string representing the field value (in the case of isFile is true, the filename will be
returned, use content instead)

• content a ScriptContent representing the content of the field

• mimetype the mimetype of the content (or null, if isFile is false)

• filename the filename of the source file used to provide the content (or null, if isFile is
false, or a filename was not provided)

Complex HTTP Requests
In this module we will give an overview of complex HTTP requests for web scripts.

Complex HTTP requests

When performing an HTTP POST to a web script the posted body often contains content
that needs processing by the web script. To allow access to the request body, the web script
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framework provides a special root object named request body that represents the content of the
request. The request body is a ScriptContent object allowing access to the request content either
as a string or as a content stream. When the content requested is structured using data formats
such as JSON or XML the web script framework provides a format reader that parses the request
into the requested format. The requestbody is a ScriptContent object allowing access to the
request content either as a string or as a content stream.

ScriptContent is an object provided with the JavaScript API.

Format readers

Often the content posted in a request is structured to use data formats such as XML or JSON,
which the web script has to parse. The web script framework provides a mechanism known as
a format reader that parses a request of a given MIME type into an object that represents the
requested content. This object is then supplied to the controller script, which can interrogate the
object to extract the requested content.

The web script framework provides the following out of the box format readers:

• JSON: parses a request MIME type of application/json into a root object named json

• Atom Feed: parses a request MIME type of application/atom+xml;type=feed into a root
object named feed whose type is an Apache Abdera Feed object

• Atom Entry: parses a request of MIME type of application/atom+xml;type=entry into a root
object named entry whose type is Apache Abdera Entry object

• ATOM: parses a request of MIME type application/atom+xml into a root object named
either feed (Apache Abdera Feed) or entry (Apache Abdera Entry), depending upon the
requested content

Caching

In this module we will give an overview of caching of HTTP responses for web scripts.

Caching overview

A key concept of HTTP responses is the ability to support caching of these responses; relieving
workload on the HTTP server, since the server does not have to recreate the response for every
request. The web script framework complies with HTTP caching in particular with Last Modified
Time and Etag notions. Its important to note that Alfresco web script framework does not actually
perform any caching and instead uses of the many HTTP caches already available such as
Squid. As a developer of a web script you may specify its caching requirements, such as how
long to keep the response in the cache or how to calculate the hash for the response.

Descriptor cache controls

When developing a web script it is possible to specify whether its response is to be cached and if
so, how it is to be cached.

The following cache flags are available for use:

• never (optional) specifies whether caching should be applied at all; valid values (optional)
are true(default) or false

• public (optional) specifies whether authenticated responses should be cached in a public
cache; valid values (optional) are true or false(default)

• mustrevalidate (optional) specifies whether a cache must revalidate its version of the web
script response in order to ensure freshness; valid values (optional) are true(default) or
false

Runtime cache controls
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Some of the cache controls can only be set during the execution of the web script, such as setting
when the content of the response was last executed. To support this the web script framework
supports special root object named cache to all controller scripts. The cache root object provides
the following API:

• neverCache Controls whether the web script response should be cache at all

• isPublic Specifies whether the web script response should be cached by public caches

• mustRevalidate Controls whether the web script cache must revalidate its version of the
web script response

• maxAge Specifies the maximum amount of time in seconds that the response will be
considered fresh

• lastModified Specifies the amount of time the content response was last changed

• eTag Specifies a unique identifier that changes each time the content of the response
changes

Web scripts advanced descriptors

In this module we will give an overview of some of the advanced descriptor options available to
web scripts.

Advanced descriptors overview

Alfresco supports a number of advanced descriptor options that are not required but provide
useful capabilities for creating web scripts.

• Lifecycle: This option allows the web script developer to indicate the development status of
a web script and includes values such as none, sample, draft, deprecated and internal.

• Family: This option allows the developer to categorize their web scripts. This provides a
means to navigate the web scripts by family.

• Run As: This optional allows the developer to state that the execution of a web script must
run as a particular user regardless of who executed the script.

Custom authentication

Alfresco provides a number of ways to specify user identity when invoking a web script including;
HTTP Basic Authentication, Alfresco Ticket or Guest.

• HTTP Basic Authentication: Allows you to specify your user name and password within the
HTTP request.

• Alfresco Ticket: Instead of a user name and password a ticket represents the
pre-authenticated user who has already logged into Alfresco which than can be
programmatically established through the web script.

• Guest: This option allows web scripts to be run as the user type of ‘guest’. Guests have
limited access to the content repository.

Web scripts best practices summary

In this module we discussed some of the best practices and advanced options available for web
scripts, let's review what we have learned.

Web Scripts Best Practices Module Summary

• Alfresco web scripts support international languages through the use of resource bundles.

• Web scripts support multiple output formats including XML and JSON.
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• Multipart form data supports large files through multipart form processing

• Alfresco fully supports caching through the many available HTTP caching protocols
including Squid and also supports custom caching options.

• There are a number of advanced descriptors available for use including Run-As.

• Alfresco supports custom authentication of users through a number of options including,
HTTP authentication, Alfresco Ticket and Guest.
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Web Scripts Final Lab

In the final lab for the web scripts course we will .

Final web scripts lab

Scenario: Green Energy has a client that want to manage configuration documents for power
generation equipment (Wind, Solar, Hydro). The client wants to dynamically link their equipment
monitoring application to the document management system in order to provide quick access to
critical documents when abnormal equipment situations occur. Specifically, they want to be able
to "tag" a document for each piece of equipment to be used by their help desk to troubleshoot
specific error/status codes returned by the equipment. As a developer, we must create the
appropriate components necessary to support this functionality. Each piece of equipment can
be "discovered" on the network and will return the unique unit id of the machine and the current
status code of the machine. We will simulate this network discovery in our service. We will take
the list of unit ids (uids) and retrieve the current status of each uid. Based on a error condition
(non-zero status code), we will attempt to lookup the appropriate configuration document in
Alfresco in order to create a link within the monitoring application. In addition, the monitoring
application will lookup an image/icon within Alfresco to be used within the monitoring application
to represent each unit. Components involved in this development activity:

    * Custom content type:  geem:equipment
    * Custom aspect: geem:helpdoc
    * New Service:  EquipmentMonitoringService 
          o handles network "discovery" of equipment
          o status retrieval from the equipment
          o help document lookup based on serialnumber/status  ** Streams
 content directly
          o config/equipment document lookup based on serialnumber ** Streams
 content directly
          o Image lookup based on serialnumber ** Streams content directly

    * Javascript helper extension:  EquipmentMonitoringScriptAPI
          o used by the javascript webscript
          o getHelpDoc(serialnum, statuscode) - returns the appropriate doc
 noderef
          o getHelpDoc(equipmentType, statuscode) - returns the appropriate doc
 noderef
          o getConfigDoc(serialnum) - returns the appropriate doc noderef
          o discoverUnits() - returns an int array of discovered equipment
 serial numbers
          o setStatus(serialnum, statuscode) - returns the appropriate config
 doc noderef

    * Java backed web scripts that use the EquipmentMonitoringService
          o ConfigDocStream.get.desc.xml
          o discoverUnits.get.desc.xml
          o getConfigDoc.get.desc.xml
          o getHelpDoc.get.desc.xml
          o getStatus.get.desc.xml
          o HelpDocStream.get.desc.xml
          o setStatus.get.desc.xml
  
      

• In this lab we will put together the knowledge we gained throughout this class into a final
web script project.
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Additional resources

For further information on web scripts and the concepts we have discussed in this course here
are some links to additional resources.

• Web Scripting Documentation: http://wiki.alfresco.com/wiki/Web_Scripts

• Professional Alfresco book: ISBN 978-0-470-57104-0

• Apache Lucene reference: http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/index.html

• Web Scripting Samples – http://wiki.alfresco.com/wiki/Web_Scripts_Examples

• JS API Documentation - http://wiki.alfresco.com/wiki/3.4_JavaScript_API

• REST Clients – RESTClient (http://code.google.com/p/rest-client

• CURL man page –http://curl.haxx.se/docs/manpage.html

• Spring Surf - http://wiki.alfresco.com/wiki/Spring_Surf#Introduction

• Mozilla JavaScript Reference- https://developer.mozilla.org/en/JavaScript/Reference
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Alfresco Training Courses

These courses are current as of the date of this publication, for a
list of the most current course offerings and descriptions please
visit http://university.alfresco.com/
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Alfresco Accreditation Program

The Alfresco ECM suite is sophisticated and powerful. Implementing projects with Alfresco,
whether document management, web content management or records management is a job for
professionals.

The multi-level Alfresco Accreditation programme allows you to demonstrate your competence
in Alfresco technology through a range of tests. Building your accreditation over time you will be
able to enhance your value as your skills develop.

It also provides an assurance to employers that an individual’s competencies are up to date and
meet minimum competency requirements for specific Alfresco roles. Alfresco System Integration
Partners also look for certified individuals when expanding their Alfresco teams.

The accreditation path you choose will depend on your background, job role and goals. Whether
you have advanced or minimal experience Alfresco has the training that will enable you to
develop the hands-on, real-world skills you will need for your project role and the accreditation
tests.

Types of accreditation

Level Measurement Availability Applicability

Recognized Self-test Now Selected partners and
training delegates

Certified Examined September 2011 Open to everyone

For further information on accreditation please visit university.alfresco.com
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